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An approximate method is proposed for solving the Bogolyubov set of coupled quantum equations in 
the case of a long range interaction potential between the particles which is strong at short distances. 
The pair correlation functions for a low density spatially homogeneous gas are found as functionals 
of single-particle distribution functions. On this baSiS, kinetic equations for a low denSity electron 
plasma are obtained which do not contain any divergences and are applicable throughout the whole 
nonrelativistic range of particle velocities. For e2/fivav - 00 they go over into the classical
mechanics result obtained earlier by the author, and for e2/livav - 0 they are identical to the 
asymptotic of the Balescu-Silin equations for extremely low densities. 

THIS author has proposed earlier[l) a method for the 
approximate solution of the set of coupled equations 
for the reduced distribution functions of a classical gas 
with a long-range interaction potential that is strong at 
short distances (in particular, a Coulomb potential). In 
this paper (Secs. 1 and 2) this approach is extended to 
the quantum chain of Bogolyubov equations [2,3). 

A weakly-nonideal electron plasma is necessarily of 
the "Boltzmann" (tin l/3/pav « 1) and (or) "Born" 
(e2/fivav« 1) type, since the condition for weak non
ideality (n1/ S e2/Eav« 1) can be replaced by the 
equivalent condition (fin1/ 3/Pav)( e2/fivav) « 1. In the 
case of a Born plasma the Balescu-Silin kinetic equa
tion is valid[4,5), with its assumption of weak interac
tion between the particles (the special case e2/fivav 
« 1, fin 1/ 3/Pav« 1 for small deviations from equili
brium was discussed by Konstantinov and Perel,[6). A 
description of the weakly nonideal Boltzmann plasma 
requires, in the general case, the use of exact solu
tions of the two-body problem; for small deviations 
from eqUilibrium this problem was treated by Gould 
and Devitt(7) with the aid of a diagram technique, but 
in summing the diagrams they introduced for the 
collision integral an approximation that contained the 
exact (unknown) quantum mechanical scattering cross 
section in the Debye-Huckel field. 

In this paper (Sec. 3) the collision integral for the 
arbitrary (within the framework of stability of spatial 
homogeneity) non-equilibrium states of a weakly non
ideal Boltzmann plasma is obtained in explicit form, 
and is applicable over the entire nonrelati vistic inter
val of particle velocities. As e2/fivav - 00 it reduces, 
as indeed it must, to the result of classical mechan
ics[ll, while as e2/fivav - 0 it agrees with the asymp
totic form of the Balescu-Silin integral at n - O. 

1. For our purposes the coordinate representation 
(r) is most convenient (initially). Taking into account 
the requirements of permutation (anti- )symmetry, we 
write the elements of the Z-particle density matrix 
PZ that are diagonal in the spin states in the form 

P,(Oh ... Or; rl ... rdO"I ... 0,; r.' ... r,') = V-'1'(OF,(x l ••• x,). 

Here xi = {ai, rt, ri}, ai is the spin projection, yO) is 
the (anti- )symmetrization operator defined by the rela
tion 

482 

'-I 
1'(1) = 1'U-tl [1 +(-1)" L.II.""P.,.,] .-. 

(P is the permutation operator, S is the particle spin), 
and the function Fl is symmetrical with respect to the 
permutations xi:= Xj; for simplicity we are consider
ing a system of particles of one kind. Then, as l(nVt 1 

- 0, the chain of Bogolyubov equations takes the follow
ing form: 

I I 

= n L,~~ 111,.1+' [ 1 +(_1)2' L, lI'fl+.P,j"'+' ]F'+I (x •... x,+" t), 
i_I J-l 

where 
Sp( ... ) ... ~ Hdr,dr/lI(r/-ri ) ( ..• ), 

, .o...,j 
., v 

~,(r •... r,: r.' ... r,') "",H,(r • ... r,) -H,(r.' ... r,'), 
<l>/j "'" 1j>(lr, - rjl) -1j>(lr,' - r/I), 

HZ is the Hamiltonian of Z particles, qJ is the interac
tion potential; the functions FZ are subject to the ad
ditional conditions 

,-. 
V-' Sr [ 1 + (-1)" L, 1I.,,'p. /.,] F,(x • .. , x,) = Fl-I (x • ... x,_.), l;.. 2; 

j=l 

V-I SpF, = 1. 

We introduce the correlation functions gZ: 

F,(12) "'" F(1)F(2) + g(12), 
F,(123) "'" F(1)F(2)F(3) + F(1)g(23) + F(2)g(13) 

+ F(3)g(12) + g,(123) 

etc,where F(l)= F 1(Xl),g(12)=g2(Xl,X2) ... From 
the conditions on FZ follow the requirements on gZ: 

V-I Sp g, ( ... Xi . .. ) -+ 0, 

(with the exception of the case of Bose condensation). 
In the case of spatial homogeneity (F( Xi) = F( ai, ri 
- ri» we have the following set of equations for 
F, g, ... : 

a 
ili--F(1) = n Sp 111,,[ 1 + (-1) 2'11.,.'p.".,)g(12) , (1) at • 

{ ili~ - ~.}g(12) = 1II • .F(1)F(2) + n Sp {IIII3F(1)g(23) 
~ , 

+ III .. F(2) g( 13) + 0 (123)} (2) 
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etc; 0 designates the terms containing the permutation 
operator and the triple correlation. As to the function 
g, we make an assumption that is natural for bound 
states-that g( t + T) becomes independent of the form 
of g(t) when T _00, in any case in the zeroth approxi
mation in the density. As is easily seen from (2), this 
leads to the condition 

exp (T:J(j,/ili)g-+O, T-+OO, 

which is analogous to the Bogolyubov condition in the 
classical case[2]. 

We transform (2) using (3), as in[1]: we apply to 
both sides of (2) the operator exp (Td6jiti) and inte
grate with respect to T from 0 to 00. By virtue of (3) 
we obtain 

(3) 

g(12) - ili(J'€, - il)-' ~g(12) = gO(12) -(J'€, - il)-'n Sp L. J, I) .... + 0, 
iJt , 

where 
(4) 

J~dT {T}_ 
gO(12t) ... ° iii exp iii J'€, <I>,.F(tt)F(2t) (5 ) 

= lim [exp c: J'€,) -1] F(1t)F(2t), T -+ 00 

(in view of F(Xi) == F( 01, ri - ri)) and n Sp { ... } is the 
second term in the right-hand side of (2). 

In the low-density limit, the integral term in the 
right-hand side of (4) can be considerably simplified: 
one need keep in { ... } only the first two terms, while 
the interaction in d{2 can be neglected (since the inte
gral term is important only at large distances between 
particles). As a result we get the equation 

iJ 
g(12)- ili(J'€, - i6)-'"at g (12) (6) 

n + J'€0 _ Sp{<I>13F(1)g(23)+!l>"F(2)g(13)}=g'(12), 
,-16 3 

where deHl2) == J'6'2(12) - <I> 12. We are assuming here 
that in the integral term the contribution of the strong
interaction region is small for every term in { ... } 
(the case of an "integrally weak" potential [l], particu
larly a pure Coulomb potential); in the general case of 
a central nucleus of arbitrary intensity, only the weak 
long-range part of the potential need be kept in <1>. 

2. We are interested in the quasistationary solution 
of Eq. (6), which describes the "steady-state" corre
lations. Inasmuch as F(Xi) == F(ai, ri - r{), g can be 
written in the form 

g(x,x,)=(2n)-3 JdkdP,dp,9(YIy,k)exp{ ~ p,(r,-~() (7) 

i i (I', + r( 1', + r,' )} 
+ilP,(r,-r, )-ik -2---2- , 

y,== {Gi; Pi}. 

Discarding the term with the time derivative in (6), we 
get the following equation for g: 

- - hk(y,) S.J., (P. + lik/2) - h-dy.)Sk!O,(Pl + liki2) 
g(y,y.k) + n<Pk Sk(Ep,+~k;' _ Ep,+u;.) + i6 

= gO (y,y.k), (8) 

where gO is defined in terms of gO, just as in (7), Ep 
- E( p) is the energy of a particle with momentum p, 

J dr.F(x,) {i , } 
!'i(Pi)"'" (2nli)' exp -It Pi(ri-ri) , 

iii, "'" J dr<p(r)e-ib, 

Equation (8) differs from the one discussed in [5,8] 

in that the interaction is taken into account exactly in 
gO. We solve it for the arbitrary (even) function E(p) 
(which is important for a solid-state plasma), reduc
ing it to equations that coincide with the ones discussed 
in[1]. Integrating both sides of (8) we get an equation 
for h: 

8k(SkEp+~k;.)hk(Y) + 
- [ ( lik )1 f dwH_k (- (0) + "<Pk S.J. P + -2- 1", 00 _ SkEpTU;. ill = hkO(y), 

where 

Multiplying both sides of (9) by 6(SkEp+fik/2 - w) 
integrating in respect to y, we get the equation for 
Hk( w): 

1 J~ dw' H-k (-00') ° 
ek(w)Hk(w)--lmek(w) , . =Hk (00). 

n _00 00 -w-L6 

We introduce the functions Hit( w) and Hk( w): 

(9) 

and 

(10) 

2Hk'(W) == H.(w) + H_.(-w) , 2iH."(w) == Hk(CO) -H_.(-CJl). 

In (10) we reverse the signs of wand k, and then sub
tract the resulting equation from (10) and add the re
sult to (10); since €-k( -w) = 4.( w), we get the equa
tions 

K+Hk"(w) = H.'" (00) , 

K-Hk ' (00) = I Ek(W) I-'[H." (00) + 21m E.(w)Hk " (00»), (11) 

where the operators K+ and K- are defined by 
1 dw' '1'.(00') 

K±'I'.(ro)=Re8k±l(w)'I'.(w)+-ImEk±l(w) C, . 
n ~oo w - w 

By virtue of the connection between 1m € and Re € 
(the dispersion relation) the operators K+ and K- have 
the same properties as those defined in[1l, in particular 

K-K+ = 1. (12) 

In the absence of zeroes of €~(z) in the upper half
plane of complex z, in addition[1 , 

(13) 
As is easily seen, Eq. (13) is necessary and sufficient 
for the existence of a solution to the set (11); the 
limitation on €, however, which is required to satisfy 
(13), is necessary and sufficient for the stability of the 
spatially - homogeneous distribution (see, e.g., [9]). Thus, 
a solution of Eq. (8) exists only for a "stable" gas and 
is determined by Eqs. (9) and (11) to (13). 

The obtained solution gives, together with (1), a 
Markov-type kinetic equation. It follows from (1) that 

8!.,(p,) =!!-I ~exp{-~-iJ-lSd<PkhdYl) (14) 
iJt 1 ~ (2n)3 2 iJp, f 

+ (_1)20 ~ dy.6.,.,g (y,y.k) <Plpl-P,I,n). 

After several transformations we obtain from (9) to (12) 
for Skhk( y ): 

(15) 
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In the lowest-order approximation in n, one must put 
g = gO in the exchange term. 

In the lowest order in cp, in accord with (5) and (7), 
we have gO = ga, where 

'( k) - S.{fa,(p.-Itkl2)fa,(p,+ltk/2)} (16) 
!. y.y, "" cpr. s. {E(p.-Itk/2)+E(p,+ltk/2)} -i6 

Substituting in (14) and (15), we get 

at 0, (PI) n (' d d {) (E E E E---at- = (21'1)'1i' J y. tl p,-,1 + P.+.1 - P, - p,) <p .1/h 

{- I (E p,-Ep ,_.1 )1-- +( 1)'" - } X <PM~ B.1/~ Ii - uo,o.<PIP~P'-.1"~ 

X (fa, (PI - A) fa. (p, + A) - fa, (PI) fa. (p,)}, (17) 

Le., Balescu-Silin type equations[4,5) that include the 
exchange interaction in the absence of degeneracy. 
Appendix 1 contains a simplification of (17) for the 
Coulomb case. 

3. In case of cp(r) = e2/r and E(p) = p2/2m, Eq. (14), 
accurate to terms linear in the density inclusive, re
duces to the following form (see Appendices 2 and 3): 

afaa,(Pl) =ne' ~\ dp,l_aa \' dQq~.(b.-4 "'tdA In~ (18) 
t a.J lPIJ ~ mWlI 

d i dQ,1 .. (' d C (A) 
x dK"J-A-D12+4(-1) 6a,a'J A A"(mIwlI'-A" 

where 

C (A) ... cos [ 1t~ •• 1n ( m':,'" - 1 ) ] , 

Q,,(q)"" 6 (qw,,) [q(:P. - :p,)fa,(p.)fa,(P') ]q, Iql=1; 

D .. (A) "'" 1\ (Awl2 -A' / m) [!a,(P. - A)ta,(p, + A) - fa, (P.) fa. (p,) I; 
W12 == V, - V2, Vi == p,,1 m. 

The right-hand side of (18) differs from the Boltzmann 
collision integral only in the presence in the first term 
("Fokker-Planck" term) L12 of finite value, instead of 

mW12 
the divergent expression 2 I d6./6.; L12 is equal to 

o 
(see Appendix 3) 

LI2(q)= In 1 mw122 'I' . -,\,.(qv,), 
~(e'lltw12) x. (qv,) e' 

, '( )-4 '~I dpqoja(p)/op Xq U -= nne , 
a u-qv+ ill 

Rex' Rex' 
'\' == 11m x'i arcctg I 1m x'i ' 

0,;;; arcctg < IT, 

(19) 

~() -, { 2 "I/'d I' dX (' 1)' cos[tjR(x,cp) ]-1 } 
tj ... tj exp - -; cp ----:; x - (x' + 1) 2 _ 4x' cos' 'P , 

o 0 

x'+2xcos<p+1 
R(x,<p)==In '2x +1' x - coscp 

The limiting expression for 1:( 11) are 

{ 
tj-' tj -+ 0; 

~(tj) "" - -+ 00 expC, C - 0.577 ... , tj 

(of which the first is obvious; concerning the second, 
see Appendix 4). The fraction under the logarithm sign 
in L12 has the meaning of the ratio of the maximum 
possible momentum transfer (mw 12) to the minimum 
effective value (~1:1 KI e2/wI2) for scattering in a 
Coulomb field, with the classical screening length 
I K 1-1. The second term in L 12, which has a purely 
classical form, describes plasma-wave exchange[l). 

In the classical limit e2/Jivav» 1, there follows 
from (18) for f(p) == L;f(j(p) an equation that agrees 

(j 
with the result of classical mechanics (the exchange 
term vanishes in view of the fast oscillations of the 
cosine). In the Born limit (e2/Jivav « 1) the right-hand 
side of (18) coincides with the Balescu-Silin integral, 
accurate to terms linear in n inclusive (see Appendix 
1). We note that corrections to the latter for the 
finiteness of the parameter e2/Jivav cannot be obtained 
Simply from perturbation theory in e2, since L12 is 
expanded in terms of e4/Ji2w~2 and divergencies arise 
upon integrating over the momentum. 

APPENDIX 1 

We calculate the right-hand side of (17) accurate to 
terms linear in n for q1k = 41Te2/k2 and E(p) = p2/2m . 
We write (17) in the form 

aja,(p,) - 'I {I dk DI2 (ltk) 
--a-t --4ne dy, Itk'le.(kv.-Itk'/2m) I' (1.1) 

+(-1)"6a,a,J A'(m'WI2'-A')}' 

Taking into account the presence of the O-function in 
D12, we can set the upper limit of integration with re
spect to k in the first term of (1.1) equal to mWldJi; 
then, separating in DI2(Jik) the first two terms of its 
expansion in Jik (1.2) 

DI2(ltk)= -QI2 (~)~+~ t~-~)QI2 (~)ltk+D"'(ltk) 
k k 2 \ ap, ap, k 

and recognizing that Q( q) is even in q, we rewrite the 
first term in the curly brackets in (1.1) in the form 

(1.3) 
mw"Il-' dk t[ k ( lik' ) -2 1 a 

I -ldQk ---Sk\Bk kvI -- I - --le~)(kvl)I-' 
~ k J 2k2 . 2m 2 OPI 

+ -i- ( 18k ( kv 1 - ~:) 1-' -Ie~) (kv 1) 1-' ) (:PI - :P2 ) ] QI2 ( ~ ) 

, 1 ( a a) Q12 (k/k) D12' (lik) } 
T 2 iJPt' - ap, I e~) (kvI )12 + hk I 8k (kVl -lik2/2m)i' • 

where 

Since Lk( -w) = Ek(w), we have 

S.I e. (kv, -Itk' 12m) 1_' = It-' {ek (kv, -Itk' 12m) 1_' 
-Iedkv, + Itk'/2m) I-'}. 

Therefore, if we change to the variable n-1/2k, we see 
easily that the first two terms in the square brackets 
in (1.3) make finite and mutually cancelling contribu
tions when n = O. It is easy to verify similarly that at 
n = 0 the contribution from the third term also 
vanishes, by representing IE 1-2 - I E(C) 1-2 in the form 

1- Re e 1- Re e(d + e(o)' - e _ B' - e'" 
lei' le(dl' 2e(')'e 2e'e(o)' 

In the next-to-last term in the curly brackets in (1.3) 
the operator (a/ apl) - (a/ ap2) can be taken outside of 
the integral sign (since QI2(q) contains ('j(q 'WI2), and 
integration is carried out with respect to k; discarding 
quantities that vanish at n = 0, we have 
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The integral of the last term in (1.3) is finite at n = 0; 
integrating by parts with res pect to k we get 

"'fD .. 1>-· fik d' dQ 
- ~ dk In mw,. dk ~ fik k D,.' (lik). 

° 
It is seen from (1.2) that D can be replaced here by D. 

As a result, we get for (1.1), accurate to terms 
linear in n, 

oj •. (PI) r {a r [1 I mW,2 ,2 ()] Q () -a-t-=ne'J dY2 aP1JdQq n fiXq(qVl) -yqqV, "q 

"'S"''' ,.. d r dQ" os S dAD12 (A) } 
-4 ° dAln mw,. ([ifJ-,..-D,.(A) +4(-1) I) •••• ""(m'w12'-"") 

APPENDIX 2 

We reduce the exchange term in (14) to explicit 
form in an approximation linear in n, i.e., we assume 
g =go. Expanding F(Xl) and F(x2) in (5) in Fourier 
integrals, we have 

g' (x,x,) = (2nTi) , S dp. dp, /.'(p,)f., (p,) {tjJp"p,(r" r,) 1\J;"p,(r,', r,') 

-l\Jp,'(r,)tjJp:(r,)l\Jp,"(r,')tjJp,"(r,')}, () 

'lJp'(r) =- (2nTi)-s/'exp (ipr/ Ti), 2.1 

I\1p"p, (r" r,) =- lim exp { ~tz (H, - E" - E p,) }'lJp,' (r,) I\Jp,' (r,), T ~ 00. 

For convenience we consider the "truncated" potential 
<p(r) 0= ®.(R - r)e 2/r (®. is the step function) with 
the consequent transition to R - 00. Representing the 
exchange term in (14) as the Fourier transform of the 
exchange integral in (1), expanding the produces of the 
form <p(1 rl- r21)1/i(rl, r2) in Fourier integrals, and 
separating in H2 the motion of the mass center, we have 

(_1)" i~ (2nli)3 ~ dp,dAf., (p, - A)f., (p, + A) {(tjJ".p,,1 cp I tjJp,.-A) 

x ('lJP,,-A I tjJg,,) - (tjJ".pu I tjJp,,-A) (tjJp"-,, I cp I 'lJg,,)}. 
(2.2) 

where 

tjJp=-limexp : (H-E.') tjJp'=tjJ:+ • (2.3) { } cptjJ.' 

,~w '" Eo' + i6 - H 

m ' Ti'V' 
Eo'=-..!!...-., H=- ---+cp. PI2 =- I'W", I' =-"'2' 21' 21' 

According to (2.3), 1/ip is the solution of the stationary 
Schrodinger equation with a diverging scattered wave. 
The meaning of "truncating" the potential is that the 
matrix elements in (2.2) are not defined in the Coulomb 
case when the momenta are equal in absolute value. 

We make use of the following two relations. It is 
directly evident from (2.3) that 

(,', "1'" ) = 15( '- )+ <~p"lcpltjJp) . (2.4) 
o/p o/p p P Eo' _ E p " + i6 

From the equality 

s o 0 
dp"<tjJp'ltjJp") <l\1p"ltjJp) = <tjJp'ltjJp) =cS(p'-p) 

we have by virtue of (2.4) 
(1/l~' I cp I 1/lp) - (tjJp, I cp l'lJpO) = ~ dp" (tjJp' I cp I tjJp.O) (1/lp'o I cp I 'lJp) 

( 1 1) 
X Ep.'-Ep/+icS - Ep.'-Ep'-il)· (2.5) 

Substituting (2.4) in (2.2) and taking into account (2.5) 
and the spherical symmetry of <p we obtain: 

(-1)" (2n)4nIi2 ~ dp,dA Re [(tjJ-pu I cp I 'lJ~,,-,,) ('lJ~"-,, I cp I 'lJP .. ) 1 
(2.6) 

x I) (E~" - E~,,-,,){f., (P, - A) f., (Po + A) - t., (P,) t., (P2)}' 

To take the limit as R - 00, we use the fact that 

('lJP'o I cp I 1/lp) Ip'=p = - (2~21i1' Ap (p'p) 

........ 
(see, for example(1°]), where Ap(p'p) is the amplitude 

of scattering through the angle P'P. If A is written in 
the form of a partial expansion, it can be replaced by 
A' when substituted in (2.6): 

Ti ~ 

A.' (e) =- -. 1: (21 + 1) e"" P, (cos e). 
2!p ,_, 

since the function 

E (21 + 1)P,(cos e) 

is equal to zero everywhere except at (J = 0 [11] (and 
is integrable). It follows from the asymptotic form of 
the radial wave function in a Coulomb field, at 
r » fizl p(111, that 

I'e' .. pR ( il'e' ) 1),e<--In2-+argr 1+1+- , 
hp h hp 

Therefore as R - 00 we have 

A.' (e) A v" (e') ..... A p(') (e) A ,(0)' (e'). 

where 

Ap(o)(O),",,~ ~ (21+1) 1'(1+1+il'e'/hp) P,(cos8) 
2ip ~ 1'(1 + /- il'e'/Tip) 

/=0 

I'e' {. I'e' ., e} r (1 + il'e2jTip) 
= - exp - !--lnsm -

2p'sin'(8/2) Tip 2 r(1-il'e'/hp) 

(see, for example/U]). As a result we obtain from 
(2.6) the exchange term in (18). 

APPENDIX 3 

We reduce the direct interaction term in (14) to an 
explicit form, neglecting all terms of order higher than 
first in the density. Since g = 7r( gO), where II is a 
linear functional, it follows that if we take into account 
the contribution of the function II <!~B) (gB defined by 
equality (16)), which was calculated in Appendix 1, it 
remains to calculate the contribution of the function 
II(gO - gB)' We can assume, as the following calcula
tions confirm, that the latter contribution is finite if 
polarization effects are neglected, i.e., in the lowest 
order in n the direct interaction term in (14) is equal 
to 

where IB(Yl) is the right-hand side of (1.4) without the 
exchange term. 

If we represent the second term in (3.1) in the form 
of the Fourier transform of an integral of type (1), use 
the fact that gO is the solution of Eq. (2) without the 
time derivative and the integral term, and then trans
form to gO again, we can write it in the form 

n S dy, dk 'k [k ( i (2n),dre" w,,g' y,y,k) (3.2) 

- S~3iji.' exp {- Tik' (~-~)}Sk'i!8'(y,y"k +k')]. 
(2n) 2 ap, dp, 

Just as in Appendix 2, we consider the potential 
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cp(r) == ®+(R - r)e 2/r. After separating the motion of 
the center of mass, we have from (2.1) 

go (YIy.k) = (2/tTt)3 ~ dAta. (Pl-:L!)/a,(p. + L!){('/Jg"-~k/' I '/Jp,,-,,> 

X ('/Jp"-,, I '/Jg,,+hk/.> - /) (L! - hk/2) Il (L! + Ttk/2)}. 

The integration with respect to r is carried out in 
cylindrical coordinates with the axis along W12: 

S dr eik ' = (2/t) '- aw12 1l (~W12) • a -+ + o. 
[k' - (kw12/w12), + a'l'/, 

By virtue of (2.4) and (2.5) 

~ dQ.6 (kwl.) kW12iio (Yly.k) = (2/t)'iJi' ~ dQ.6 (kw12) ~ dM (E~"_,, 

- E~"-~ki2) Re [('/Jp,,-~k/' I rp I '/J~,,-,,> <'/J~,,-, I rp I '/Jp,,+h./Z) 1 
X{f •• (PI - d) fa, (P. + L!) - fa. (PI - hk/2) la, (P. + hk/2)}. 

The integral with respect to nk of the second term in 
the curly brackets in (3.2) can be reduced to an ana
logous form by replacing l/J with l/Jo. As a result, taking 
the limit as R - ao by the same method as in Appendix 
2, we obtain 

(3.3) 2 ne, S d dL! dL! aw12Il(L!,W .. ) Il (L!w Ll' -LlI') 
/t y, I (Ll ,' + a')'/, .. m 

{ [ ( 2e' I L! - L!II) ] } x IL!-Ll,l-'IL!+L!,I-' cos .... _ In -1 
nl'w,,'+Ll,'/Il' IL!+L!,I 

X [f •• (P, - Mf.,(p, + L!)- !.,(P, - L!,)f.,(P, + L!,)], a -+ + O. 

We make the substitution a = Xal in (3.3); by virtue 
of the equality 

as· III dill (Ll - 0 
, (1l ,2+ a')'/, '/J I)-'/J(), a -+ +0, 

and recognizing that the expression in the curly brack
ets in (3.3) is even in ala and that all a l is not 
changed by the substitution il.ll a l ~ ala, we get 

" a 011 2n 

~-J dy,dQ.S dx(x'-1)xJ drp[(x'+1)'-4x'cos'rpl-1 
:t ap, 0 0 ) 

[ ( e' x' - 2x cos rp + 1 )] (3.4 
x cos -In 2+2 +1 -1 QI2(q). 

hWI2 x X cos <P 

Combining this expression with IB in (3.1), we get the 
first terms of the right-hand side of (18) (we have 
changed over in the integral over x in (3.4), in the 
interval 1 to ao, to the variable l/x). 

APPENDIX 4 

Let us find the limit of ~(1)) in (19) as 1) - 00. We 
write the integral with respect to x in the form 

, 1 
Sdx (---;-, 
o 

4x sin' <P ) { [R l} 
( ' 1) , + 4 ' ., cos lj (x, <p) - 1 x - x sm <p 

and consider separately the integrals from the terms 
in the first bracket. In the first we integrate by parts 
and then take R(x, cp) as the variable of integration. 
We get 

R(I,.l (COS <p 1/ cos' <P ). 
ljlm S dzln ---- V----1 e'" -+ -C-ln(4ljcosrp), 

o th(zl2) th'(z/2) "_00 

(on deformation of the integration contour to the upper 
half-plane, a nonvanishing contribution is made as 
1) - 00 only by a segment of the straight line Re z = 0). 
When integrating the second term in the parentheses, 
the contribution of the cosine vanishes as 1) - <Xl be
cause of the fast oscillations; the remaining integral 
equals (1T12 - cp) tan cp. As a result we obtain: 

2 '1' 
In~(lj) -+ C+21n2-~ Sd<P[-lncos<P+ ("'::-<p)tg<PJ=c. 
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